A computer algorithm to search crystal symmetries of crystal structures has been implemented in software spglib. An iterative algorithm is employed to find a set of space group operations that belongs to any one of space group types by accepting certain amount of distortion for input unit cell structures. The source code is distributed under the BSD 3-Clause License that is a permissive free software licence. Although spglib is a small code, the iteration loops made the source code complicated. The aim of this text is to provide the algorithm details to those people who are interested in inside-spglib. This text is written for spglib v1.10.4.
In computational materials research, crystal structures are often provided by basis vectors and point coordinates of labeled atoms without crystal symmetry information. Geometries of the crystal structures are optimized numerically using ab-initio calculations or interatomic potentials to minimize the total energies. We expect thus obtained crystal geometries to posses certain crystal symmetries. However the atomic positions are usually dislocated from the symmetrically ideal points. The basis vectors may be similarly distorted against their ideal ones. However, what is 'ideal ' is not yet defined. Probably we have the crystal structure in our mind that follows perfectly a possible crystal symmetry. Distortion is measured from this perfect crystal structure. Spglib provides a possible crystal symmetry of a possible crystal structure that follows one of the space group types. The distortion is measured mainly by a Cartesian distance which is used to find a possible crystal symmetry and a possible crystal structure that follows a space group type. To be self consistent, the iterative approach was employed in spglib. The aim of this text is to present technical details of the algorithm implemented in spglib. All is not yet written. This text is not well elaborated. But we think it is better to make it public for some people who are interested in spglib. There already exist crystal symmetry finding codes. FINDSYM in the ISOTROPY Software Suite 1-3 has been well known, however the source code is currently unavailable in public. Cctbx [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] is an open source computational crystallography toolbox that provides C++ and Python interfaces under a BSD-type variant license.
The development is active. Many features are supported.
AFLOW-SYM
9 seems an open source crystal symmetry analysis code under GNU general public license, but it is unclear where the source code is distributed at this moment.
Spglib is another open source code that has also become one of popular scientific codes recently. This is written as a C library that can be compiled by C-compilers supporting C89 standard and only relies on C standard library. In contrast to the other software packages, spglib is designed to provide minimum number of features to find crystal symmetries. Most of the functions are thread safe. It is distributed under the 3-clause BSD license that is a permissive free software licence. The Python module is easily installed using popular package management services such as PyPI 10 and Anaconda Cloud. 11 The software development is hosted on GitHub 12 where the discussion on spglib is also conducted openly. A number of scientific codes rely on spglib after many years of the development.
II. OUTLINE OF ALGORITHM
In crystal symmetry search, space group operations are searched from a crystal structure where small deviations of atoms from their ideal positions are tolerated on purpose. Namely we want to obtain the coset representatives of the space group S with respect to the translation group T. Some other useful information about the crystal structure is derived simultaneously along running the algorithm.
In the algorithm outlined in this paper, we employ an iterative approach to determined space group operations for the initial input crystal structure at a specified tolerance distance. The flowchart of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 . There are four stages in the algorithm: primitive cell search, space group operation search, identification of space group type, and finalization. These stages are subdivided into the smaller steps. The algorithm continues until obtained symmetry satisfies all given crystallographic constraints by slightly adjusting the tolerance value. There are iteration loops in the algorithm. Some loops are explicitly depicted in Fig. 1 . A few more loops are contained inside the blocks. The tolerance value is decreased when the operation fails in each loop. One exception is the step (e), where both increasing and decreasing the tolerance value are attempted.
In the following sections, the details of the algorithm are explained. Notations, algebra, and look-up tables used in this text are summarized in Appendices.
A. Procedure of symmetry operation search Numerical searches for translation, space group, and site symmetry operations of a given input unit cell share the following procedure. Having a space group operation (W , w) that is chosen as an attempt, a point x of an atom is sent tox = (W , w)x (see Appendices A 1-A 4). If (W , w) is a valid space group operation,x has to be located at one of atomic sites x with the same atomic type. To tolerate a certain amount of distortion of a unit cell crystal structure, a small Euclidean distance is introduced to determine whetherx and x are located at the same atomic site, i.e.,
where (a, b, c) are the basis vectors of the unit cell. Denoting ∆x =x − x , Eq. (1) is rewritten considering periodicity of (a, b, c) as
where ∆x means that ∆x is rounded to the nearest integer vector, by which all elements of ∆x − ∆x are sent in the interval [−0.5, 0.5).
The attempt (W , w) is accepted as a space group operation of the input unit cell, if all atoms in the input unit cell satisfy the condition (2). A possible set of (W , w) to be attempted depends on the type of symmetry operation that we want to search. This is described in the following sections individually.
III. PRIMITIVE CELL SEARCH
The first stage to obtain the coset representatives of S/T is the primitive cell search. Basis vectors of any one of the primitive cells are looked for in the input unit cell. This is equivalent to determine the translation group T.
A.
Step (a): Searching pure translation operations
When the input unit cell is not a primitive cell, multiple lattice points exist in the input unit cell. The lattice points are obtained by searching rigid translation operations (I, w), where I is the identity matrix. Firstly, the candidates of w are chosen among vectors pointing from a fixed atomic site to all atomic sites that belong to the same atomic type in the input unit cell. For the fixed atomic site, an atom with the atomic type to which the smallest number of atoms belong is chosen to reduce the computational demand. 13 Then each candidate of w is examined. If all ∆x = (I, w)x − x for all x satisfy the condition (2), this (I, w) is included in the list of the pure translation operations.
If the input unit cell is a primitive cell, only one (I, w with w = (0, 0, 0)
T is found, otherwise multiple (I, w) are obtained. Candidates of three basis vectors of the primitive cell (a p , b p , c p ) are chosen among the set of vectors {w + τ |τ ∈ T i and w ∈ T p }, where T p is the set of the pure translations found in the input unit cell at the step (a) and T i is the set of the basis vectors of the input unit cell (a i , b i , c i ). The three basis vectors are chosen to form a right handed coordinate system. Volume of the primitive cell V p should be about the volume of the input unit cell V i divided by the cardinality of T p , |T p |, therefore the primitive cell basis vectors are searched under the constraint:
C.
Step (c): Failure of finding primitive cell basis vectors
For distorted input unit cells, the condition (3) may not be always satisfied. For example, pure translations can be found more than or less than those expected. In this case, the algorithm loop of the steps (b), (c), and (d) is repeated after shortening the tolerance value. When many times this loop is repeated, the process restarts from the step (a) with the tolerance value shortened from that used last time at the step (a).
D. Step (d): Thinning out pure translations
Some of the pure translations are removed to reexamine the current pure translations using the shortened tolerance value. For this, the same routine as the step (k) is used. This operation is usually much less computationally expensive than restarting the step (a) with the shortened tolerance value.
E. Step (e): Creating a primitive cell
The primitive cell basis vectors (a p , b p , c p ) found in the previous steps are transformed to another primitive cell basis vectors (a p , b p , c p ) by the Delaunay reduction, 14 which is effectively written as
where Q D is the change-of-basis matrix whose elements are expected to be almost integers and det(Q D ) ∼ 1 due to the Delaunay reduction algorithm. Similarly, the transformation of the basis vectors of the input unit cell (a i , b i , c i ) to this primitive cell basis vectors is written by the change-of-basis matrix Q ip as
where we assume that (a i , b i , c i ) is in a right handed coordinate system. Since all the elements of Q −1
ip should be nearly integers, Q −1 ip is cast in the nearest integer matrix.
Point coordinates of atoms in the input unit cell, x i , are transformed to those in the primitive cell x p by
By this transformation, multiple x i are mapped to a translationally equivalent point x p when |T p | > 1. Ideally, this multiplicity is equal to det(Q −1 ip ). The translationally equivalent atoms are searched using the condition (2) with respect to (a p , b p , c p ) among the set of point coordinates of atoms {Q −1 ip x i }. The tolerance value in the condition (2) is adjusted until the multiplicity becomes |T p | for all translationally independent x p . If this fails, the procedure restarts from the step (a) with the tolerance value shortened from that used last time at the step (a). Finally, a primitive cell is created from (a p , b p , c p ) and {x p }.
IV. SPACE GROUP OPERATION SEARCH
The purpose of the second stage is to search a set of space group operations {(W , w)} of the primitive cell. Candidates of the rotation parts {W } are given by an exhaustive search of lattice point group operations. Using obtained {W } and the atomic point coordinates, {(W , w)} are searched.
A. Step (f ): Searching lattice point group operations
As shown in Appendix A 3, lattice point group operations of the primitive cell are searched using the metric tensor G that is rotated by W as the basis vectors are rotated. Possible W are exhaustively created so that all the matrix elements are selected from {−1, 0, 1} to satisfy | det(W )| = 1. Those of W satisfying the following conditions for G are used in the step (g).
The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of G give the information of lengths of basis vectors and angles between basis vectors. When comparing G before and after the rotation, the length parts are easily compared using the tolerance value in Euclidean distance. It may be easy to treat the angle parts if we introduce an angle tolerance value. This is implemented in spglib. However an additional tolerance parameter spoils usability. Therefore at the current implementation, unless the angle tolerance value is explicitly given, the distance tolerance value is used approximately for the comparisons of the angle parts as follows, e.g., for G 12 :
where the left hand side of the inequality is given by the matrix elements of G andG such as
Step (g): Searching space group operations With a rotation part W given from the candidates of {W } found in the step (f), a search for a space group operation (W , w) is achieved in the almost same way as that is done in the step (a). By Eq. (A7), w =x − W x. If (W , w) is a valid space group operation,x is located at an atomic site with the same atomic type. Therefore, the candidates of w are chosen among vectors pointing from a point W x of an atomic site x to all atomic sites x with the same atomic type in the primitive cell. Then the condition (2) is examined with ∆x = (W , w)x − x . If none of w is found, this W is discarded. This procedure is repeated over all candidates of W , and a set of the space group operations {(W , w)} is obtained.
The elements of {(W , w)} are the coset representatives of S and P = {W } of {(W , w)} is the crystallographic point group if {(W , w)} is obtained correctly, which is verified by matching it with a space group type in the next stage.
V. IDENTIFICATION OF SPACE GROUP TYPE
In this third stage, space group type is determined by comparing the space group operations obtained above with those coded in the Hall symbols. 15, 16 To achieve this, the primitive cell is transformed to the corresponding conventional unit cell with a specific setting. The space group operations for this setting are matched with those obtained by decoding Hall symbols and the origin shift is simultaneously determined at this matching. The detailed procedures presented in this section simply follow Ref. 7 by Grosse-Kunstleve and Adams.
Step (h): Transformation from primitive cell to conventional unit cell
Laue class is the information necessary to transform the basis vectors of the primitive cell to those of the corresponding conventional unit cell. It is easily known once the crystal class, that is equivalent to the crystallographic point group type, is determined. The crystal class of the primitive cell is identified from traces and determinants of the matrix representations {W } by using the look-up tables V and VI presented in Appendix B. Note that the traces and determinants are invariant under any choice of the primitive cell basis vectors.
The transformation of the basis vectors of the primitive cell (a p , b p , c p ) to those of the conventional unit cell (a c , b c , c c ) is written as
M is constructed from the three axis directions 
with det(M ) > 0. These axis directions are determined from rotation axes that characterize the Laue class. The rotation axis direction of each W is found by solving the following equation:
where W prop = det(W )W is the proper rotation matrix of W . In spglib, e is searched exhaustively setting integer numbers at three elements of e for the easy implementation. The rotation order n of W is defined by the smallest n > 0 that satisfies
Except for the Laue class1, the primary axis direction e pri is determined by selecting a primary proper rotation matrix W pri of the rotation order n pri presented in Table I . The axis direction e perpendicular to e pri is determined to satisfy the following equation:
where
The conditions that the primary, secondary (e sec ), and ternary (e ter ) axis directions have to satisfy are listed in Table I for Laue classes. For the Laue class1, M is determined so as to make the left hand side of Eq. (8) become the Niggli cell.
5,17-20 For the Laue class 2/m, the b axis direction is set as e pri along the two fold rotation axis by Eq. (10) . The a and c axis directions are found to be perpendicular to e pri by Eq. (12). Therefore (e x , e y , e z ) = (e ter , e pri , e sec ). For the Laue classes of 4/m, 4/mmm,3,3m, 6/m, and 6/mmm, the c axis direction is set as e pri along the four or three fold rotation axis by Eq. (10). e sec is found to be perpendicular to e pri by Eq. (12), and e ter = W pr e sec . Therefore (e x , e y , e z ) = (e sec , e ter , e pri ). Among possible sets of (e sec , e ter , e pri ), one having the smallest | det(M )| = 0 is selected to avoid wrongly-centred (a c , b c , c c ). For the Laue classes of mmm, m3, and m3m, three axis directions along two or four fold rotation axes are determined by Eq. (10). When det(M ) < 0, the secondary and ternary axis directions are swapped so as to make the system of basis vectors right-handed.
For the convenience in the following steps, the basis vectors are further transformed to have a specific centring type by multiplying a correction matrix M with M for the Laue classes of 2/m and mmm and and the rhombohedral system. For those, the correction matrices are listed in Table II . The current centring type is easily identified from M using Table. III.
For the Laue class 2/m, the basis vectors with the I, A, and B centring types are transformed to those with the C centring type. For the Laue class mmm, those with the A, and B centring types are transformed to those with the C centring type. For the rhombohedral system, 
4 -a rhombohedrally-centred hexagonal cell is obtained by M in either the obverse or reverse setting. This is transformed to the primitive rhombohedral cell by M obv if it is the obverse setting or by M rev if it is the reverse setting. Only one of M M obv or M M rev has to be an integer matrix, which is chosen as the transformation matrix. By this, it is known whether the rhombohedrally-centred hexagonal cell obtained by M is in the obverse or reverse setting.
B. Step (i): Identification of Hall symbol
Matrix representations of the space group operations obtained in the second stage are compared with the data sets generated by decoding the Hall symbols. The Hall symbols are the explicit-origin space group notation proposed by Hall in Ref. 15 . The method to decode the Hall symbols are also found in International Tables for  Crystallography Volume B. 16 530 sets of matrix representations of respective the Hall symbols are precomputed and stored in the spglib source code.
To achieve the comparison numerically between the space group operations obtained in the second stage and the data sets, they have to be represented in the same coordinate system. For that, the former representations in the primitive cell setting are transformed to those in the conventional unit cell setting by the transformation matrix obtained in the step (h) (see Appendix C for the transformation of the matrix representations). The origin shift is to be determined.
For monoclinic, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral systems, to match with different unique axes, settings, or cell choices, the transformation matrix M (or M M) is updated by an additional change-of-basis matrix Q to M Q (or M MQ ). The space group type P a3 needs a special care. Two change-of-basis matrices, M and MQ P a3 , are examined to match, 7 where Q P a3 used in spglib is The matrix representations of the space group operations obtained in the second stage are transformed by M MQ as given in Eq. (C2). After this transformation, the rotation matrices are directly comparable with those in the data sets. In turn, this matching has to be done in the primitive cell setting to determine the origin shift. Therefore for the system having any centring, the matrix representations are transformed to those in the primitive cell setting by the transformation matrix P X given in Table IV . We write the following short summary of the matching procedure, although its detail is well written in the paper by Grosse-Kunstleve and Adams.
7 Two matrix representations, (W p , w p ) with respect to the origin O and (W p , w p ) with respect to O , are related by
where p p is the origin shift of O with respect to O, i.e., O = O+p p . Here (W p , w p ) and (W p , w p ) are that provided from the data set as reference and that obtained from the input unit cell structure after the transformations by P X , respectively. At most three matrix representations of generators are only necessary to determined p p . For example with three generators, the equation that we have to solve is, 
the Smith normal form S is obtained as
where U and V are the invertible square matrices. In this case with the three generators, N is a 9 × 3 matrix and its Smith normal form becomes
Then we create the 3×9 matrix T of the inverse diagonal elements of S as 
where the elements with λ n = 0 are set to 0. Since SV −1 p p = U∆w p , one of the solutions is given by
We wrote a Python code to compute VTU using SageMath 21 for necessary crystal systems, centring types, and axis settings. The precomputed VTU are stored in the spglib source code together with the corresponding set of generators as data set. With this origin shift p p , the translation parts of the space group operations are compared with the data sets straightforwardly.
C. Step (j): Failure of identification of space group type
For distorted input crystal structures, any crystallographic point group type may not be assigned at the step (h) or the Hall symbol matching can fail at the step (i). In this case, the algorithm loop of the steps (h) to (k) is repeated until any one of the Hall symbols is identified by shortening the tolerance value to drop a part of the space group operations. When many times this loop is repeated, the procedure restarts from the step (a) with the tolerance value shortened from that used last time at the step (a).
D. Step (k): Thinning out space group operations
To re-examine current {(W , w)} with the shortened tolerance value, some of {(W , w)} are removed. Then the procedure returns to the step (h) with new {(W , w)}.
Unlike the step (g), in this step, ∆x = (W , w)x − x is simply examined by the condition (2) using the current W and w. Therefore, it is unnecessary to search w, which is computationally much less demanding than rerunning the step (g).
VI. FINALIZATION
In this fourth stage, the conventional unit cell structure corresponding to the space group type with the chosen setting is symmetrized. Firstly, distortion of the basis vectors is removed using the constraints of the basis vector lengths and angles of the Bravais lattice. Then using site symmetry operations, symmetrically exact locations of atoms are obtained following the algorithm reported by Grosse-Kunstleve and Adams in Ref. 6 .
Finally the space group operations of the input unit cell are reconstructed from the data set of the space group operations and the obtained transformation matrix and origin shift.
Step (l): Removal of distortion from input unit cell structure and determination of Wyckoff positions
Using the transformation matrix M MQ obtained in the third stage, the basis vectors of the primitive cell is transformed to those of the primitive cell by
Note that M and Q may be unnecessary depending on the input unit cell structure and expected crystallographic setting. The distortion of the basis vectors (a c , b c , c c ) is removed by casting the lengths and angles among the basis vectors in their symmetrically ideal values of the lattice system. Point coordinates of atoms in the primitive cell are transformed to those in the conventional unit cell by
where x p is the point coordinates with respect to (a p , b p , c p ) and the origin O , x c is the point coordinates with respect to (a c , b c , c c ) and the origin O, and p c is the origin shift with respect to (a c , b c , c c ) as obtained by
Site symmetry operations {(W x , w x )} at x are the space group operations that leave coordinates of a point x unchanged, i.e.,
Since usually x is dislocated from the exact position, the condition (24) is examined with the tolerance value as written in Sec. II A. The obtained set of the sitesymmetry operations {(W x,i , w x,i )} is expected to form the site symmetry group S x of the finite order |S x |, for which the special position operator
By this, the exact location x S is obtained by
The number of the symmetrically equivalent points of the point x S in the conventional unit cell is called multiplicity M x . Note that M x is defined with respect to the conventional unit cell but not the primitive cell as following the convention of the International Tables for  Crystallography Volume A 14 . These satisfy the following relationship:
where |S/T| denotes the order of the factor group. This is same as the cardinality of the coset representatives obtained for the primitive cell. Obviously det(P −1 X ) is equivalent to the number of the lattice points in the conventional unit cell.
The Wyckoff letter of x S is determined using Coordinates in the Wyckoff position data set. Coordinates are listed in the International Tables for Crystallography Volume A. 14 The data set in spglib is provided by Y. Seto 2 )x S = x S (mod Z) in the same way as written in Sec. II A. The multiplicity M x is also stored in the data set. With this M x , Eq. (27) is verified. If this fails, the procedure restarts from the step (a) with the tolerance value shortened from that used last time at the step (a).
B.
Step (m): Reconstruction of matrix representations of space group operations of input unit cell structure
The matrix representations of the translationally independent part of the space group operations stored in the data set {(W d , w d )} are transformed to those of the input unit cell structure {(W i , w i )} by the transformation matrix and origin shift. This transformation matrix is denoted as Q ic = Q ip M MQ and by this,
Firstly, the translation parts of {(W d , w d )} are shifted by the origin shift p c as follows:
ic as shown in Appendix C. W i,p computed to be a non integer matrix is not included in {(W i,p , w i,p )} (see Appendix C). Therefore the cardinality of {(W i,p , w i,p )} is equal to or less than that of {(W d , w d )}. Finally, when the input unit cell is not a primitive cell, {(W i,p , w i,p )} is expanded by lattice vectors t j in the input unit cell as
2. Atomic point coordinates x
Coordinates of an atomic point x are represented by three decimal values relative to basis vectors as follows:
where 0 ≤ x i < 1. A position vector x in the Cartesian coordinates is obtained by
3. Metric tensor G and point-group operation of lattice W
The point-group operations of lattice with the shortest basis vectors are obtained by searching rotation matrices {W } that conserve its metric tensor G. The metric tensor is defined by
A rotation matrix W is applied to the basis vectors such as,
where the matrix elements of W are integers and the determinant of W are 1 or −1. G rotates as (a, b, c) rotates: G →G = W T GW . The conditionG = G holds when the lattice has the point group operation W .
Space group operation (W , w)
From the definition (A5), a point in direct space, x, is transformed to a pointx by a rotation bỹ
A space group operation has a rotation part W and a translation part w. This is represented by the Seitz symbol (W , w) that transforms x tox as
W and w are represented by a 3 × 3 integer matrix and a 3 × 1 decimal column matrix, respectively. The point x has to be equal to one of the points x in the primitive cell up to lattice translation so that (W , w) is a space group operation. 
where (a, b, c) and (a s , b s , c s ) are, e.g., the basis vectors of a primitive cell and those of the conventional unit cell, respectively. The transformation matrix doesn't rotate a crystal in the Cartesian coordinates, but just changes the choices of the basis vectors. The origin shift p gives the vector from the origin of an original coordinate system O s to that of any other coordinate system O, which is written as
The origin shift doesn't move the crystal in the Cartesian coordinates, but just changes the origin to measure the coordinates of atomic points. The point coordinates in the original coordinate system x s and those in the transformed coordinate system x are related by
where p is given with respect to the original basis vectors.
Equivalently, An illustration is presented in Fig. 2 . In this case, the following P is applied: The crystallographic point group type (crystal class) is uniquely determined from matrix representations of the rotation parts of the coset representatives.
14 The rotation type is identified using Table V with the determinant and trace of W . The crystal class is found comparing the list of numbers of the rotation types with Table VI. Crystal system and Laue class are uniquely assigned from the crystal class. Type of W -6 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 6 tr(W ) -2 -1 0 1 -3 3 -1 0 1 2 det(W ) -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 
